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Identifying a cartridge requires information 
about the manufacturer. We list well over 2,000 
large and small factories, importers with brand names 
and other relevant addresses from past to present. Our 
CartWinPro-Team regulary browses exhibitions such 
as the SHOT Show®, IWA® and others for new compa-
nies. Some last only a few years, others stay for centuries. 
We supply data from address, phone- and fax numbers, 
homepage and email addresses to brand names, pictures 
of the logo and the successor/predecessor.

Once you have the record of a manufacturer, one click is 
enough to see all the headstamps or cartridges the pro-
ducer is related to...

What calibre is it? What kind of firearms is it 
intended for?
Easy to answer if it is one of the typical cartridges.

But there is so much more out there. The CartWin-
Pro-Team is always on the lookout for new and odd 
calibres. We had the 10 x 22 Rubber calibre in our da-
tabase as soon as it started showing up in 2004. The da-
tabase ranges from 2 mm Pinfire to 44 mm Flashball. 
Over 3,000 examples of firearms known in different 
calibres are listed as well.

Just enter the case length and the bullet diameter. The 
software will find all calibres within the tolerances you 
have given. You can also narrow the search down by 
including other parameters. 

You can even identify the calibre of a firearm from a 
chamber cast.

Updates
We provide regular updates with additional records and 
pictures.

Units
All measurements can be displayed either in metric units 
or imperial units.

Languages
CartWinPro can be switched to different languages:
English (US), English (British), Spanish, French, Czech, 
Portuguese, Portuguese (Brasilian), Italian, Dutch and 
German
 

System requirements
CartWinPro runs on ‘normal’ office computers which op-
erate under Windows XP® or up to Windows 10®. 10 GB 
of free space needs to be available for the installation. The 
CartWinPro software is provided via download or on 
DVD. Once installed, it will run from the hard drive.



Headstamps Collection Color codes

CartWinPro is most commonly used to search for head-
stamps. And with over 24,000 datasets it is second to 
none. It comprises entries with western literals and num-
bers, Cyrillic, Arabic, Greek and a multitude of other 
symbols. Centerfire, rimfire, pinfire and shotshells are 
included. The arrangement is shown with a computer 
generated drawing and in many cases is accompanied by 
a picture of the specimen.

The CartWinPro-Team takes pride in accurate and reli-
able data. World wide contacts to ammunition manufac-
turers and specialists contribute to this, as well as docu-
mented cross references to literature sources.

Using the search requires no additional computer knowl-
edge at all. Just enter some of the letters, digits or symbols 
you see on the headstamp and the software will find it 
for you.

Having a color tipped cartridge for a legal classification 
usually means going through the literature and trying 
to find it. The color codes in CartWinPro are not only 
limited to the tip. The database comprises entries of 
colors on the bullet tip, the primer, annulus, shapes on 
the case head or on the case itself.

A red tip is not always a tracer and just the primer an-
nulus color on a Winchester 9 Luger can for example 
identify a lead free round. CartWinPro needs only the 
calibre and color type and you get a list of the variations 
in the database. Knowing the country of origin via the 
headstamp narrows it down even further.

Imagine you only have a fired bullet. Wouldn’t it 
be great to know what cartridge it came from? 

With the collection database you can find it. The bul-
let alone is defined by up to 30 searchable record fields. 
From diameter, weight, markings, magnetic properties 
to grooves, serrations and even the shape of the base or 
the distances from base to groove. It is all stored in the 
CartWinPro database. The complete cartridge is shown 
in a colored to scale drawing with measurements and is 
in many cases accompanied by pictures of the cartridge, 
headstamp, bullet, powder, box and other details in dif-
ferent views.

Just enter what the bullet tells you and 
the software will find what fits the de-
scription in the database.
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